Motorcycle fuse and relay box

On the CBF this light is connected by some bullet connectors behind the rear right hand fairing
panel. I opted to strip back the insulation and solder on a feed, rather than using a Scotch lock
which have a reputation of failing. The final join was covered in heat shrink wrap and
waterproofed with amalgamating tape. The relay is essential a switch which is turned on or off
when it receives a live feed. You just need a standard 12V automotive relay with 4 or 5 pins only
4 will be used , usually just a couple of quid on eBay. I had no handy ground bolt nearby, so
brought over one from the battery adjacent, to this each gadget and the relay was attached
black and blue wires in above photo. In use the setup works a treat, cutting the power to all
gadgets when the ignition is turned off. Wiring is not super difficult, just needs some care and
patience. The hardest part was soldering the splice into the number plate light live. Your email
address will not be published. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment
data is processed. Motorcycle Filtering Tips for the City. Gear Up â€” Motorcycle Clothing
Needed. Motorcycle Spare Parts Finding Tips. Gear Reviews. Facebook Twitter YouTube
Instagram. Tapping Number Plate Light Live The relay is essential a switch which is turned on
or off when it receives a live feed. Share with your buddies! Share Tweet Pin 0 shares. Tags
Gadgets. Seasoned London commuter, doing my best to stay rubber side down and never stop
moving forward. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Sign-up
now for news and updates! While getting your Order to you Fast for Reasonable shipping.
Motorcycle Wiring Terminals and Insulators. Bullet terminals 3. With Insulating sleeves
available. Flag terminals in. Ring terminals 4. Motorcycle Terminal and Electrical Connector
Kits. We have A wide selection of Open Barrel Terminal kits available. Including Smaller kits for
the one time restoration or repair, and larger kits for the repair shop, or multiple restorations of
Motorcycle wiring Harnesses. Click on the link for a Detailed list Motorcycle Terminal Kits.
Braided High Temp Nylon loom, Expandable, High temp, use a little shrink tube on the ends for
that extra clean look. High Temp Cloth type loom, vintage look. Molex Permaseal, Posi- lock,
and Posi- tap connectors. Posi- lock and Molex Permaseal. They are extremely reliable and
compact. Epoxy sealed and waterproof. The casing is a very tough, heat resistant material, not a
thin plastic cap that's glued on as many cheap relays are. And they are much lighter and more
compact than the old style metal capped relays. Mitsuba 20A - These high quality micro relays
are made in Japan by Mitsuba. They are light, compact, extremely reliable. The casing is a very
tough,. This connector has a combo of two large. This connector is used on a lot of different
makes. These Burn up fast and often, if you want the factory replacement type here it is.
Sumitomo Type also available here. Set SC 3. Burnt Stator Connector? We have your
replacement. All quality components,totally plug and play. Horn leads from the relay are 57
inches long. Total length of battery lead is 10 inches. Hi temp flameproof tubing, crosslinked
wire 14 and 16 AWG. Battery Cables and terminals at the relay and Horn are crimped and
soldered, then sealed with adhesive lined shrink tube where needed, all crimps are factory
quality with shrink tube when needed for additional strain relief. If you ride in the rain all the
crimps can get the dual wall shrink tube. Can be custom made to your dimensions. H4 Headlight
Connectors. Low profile 90 DEG. Comes with 3 x. All quality components,totally plug and play,
super light and reliable. Can be mounted anywhere near the battery or under a side cover.
Comes with 3 - 2 pin male connectors and 7 -. Panasonic EW sealed main relay made by
Matsushita in Japan. Comes with 1 Posi- tap 18 AWG connector to wire your Main relay control
to a hot wire, from a tail light or whatever switched circuit is fit for your needs. Can also be
custom made to your dimensions. Headlight, Fog lamp, and Horn relay kit setups available as
well. Great se tup, very light, will hang from a properly secured harness, Terminals are very
easy to crimp and install. And the size is perfect to tuck away somewhere on a motorcycle. If
you chose the 18, the set will come with the proper terminals for 18 AWG wiring. Mini
ATMFuses. Sealed Connectors by Amphenol, take size 16 terminals. Comes complete with 18
AWG terminals, Wedgelock terminal retainers, and wire end seals not shown. Motorcycle
Harness Connector covers. These soft PVC cover are identical to the covers that cam e with
your bike. Harness Connector Covers can be found Here. It has the Connector lock built into the
Main Fuse cover. They have 20A cast in the fuse cover, but may be used for any Fuse rating.
These were very hard to find, and had a very high cost. These come with 4 Yazaki. Solenoid
Connectors can be found Here. The casing is a very tough, heat resistant material, extremely
reliable and compact. Made in Japan. Sumitomo Type also available here Set SC 3. Common
Connector on lots of Make and Models. And you get a bunch of wire ties. Terminal Extraction
tool. This is what you will need if you have a bad solder joints, or burnt connector for your CDI
unit. This connector will allow you to recondition your old CDI unit, and will need to be soldered.
Motorcycle Harness Connector covers Another tough one to source. These soft PVC cover are
identical to the covers that cam e with your bike from the factory. Medium is pictured. We use
and provide you with only the Best Components. Do yourself a favor when it comes to buying

components, stick with the best, for longevity and performance. You can try to save yourself a
few dollars, with Junk made in China. Used for lighting, Horn, and Accessory Harness Products.
They are extremely reliable and compact. Excellent for motorcycle applications. Epoxy sealed
and waterproof,. The casing is a very tough, heat resistant material, super light weight. And they
are much lighter and more compact than the old style metal capped relays. Has the mounting
bracket built on. A relay is really nothing more than an electrically controlled switch that allows
you to control one high current circuit by supplying power from another low current switched
circuit. Normally this is done when you want to power a device or fuse box directly from the
battery, due to a high load device, or the original circuit's wiring is to small. Or if you only want
that circuit enabled when the bike is on, or when the switch is operated. The relay is an
electromechanical switch that allows you to do just that. It has two components: a coil control
side , and a set of contacts switch side. The coil is typically connected to a low current switch,
or some other source so that when the bike is turned on the coil is activated. When the coil is
activated the contacts close on the relay which will supply 12V from the battery to a fuse block
or device Horn. Now any device that is connected to that circuit will be supplied directly from
the battery through the relay when its energized. Example: You just got a nice aftermarket horn,
you don't want to burn up your horn switch running to much current through it do you? The
factory horn switch's weren't designed to pass that kind of current to the horn. So what you do
is add a relay and use the horn switch to control the coil side low Current of the relay,and when
you have current flowing through the relays coil, the switch contacts in the relay close high
current side, connected directly to the battery, most likely though a fuse and the horn sounds.
Normally on a bike the current powering your headlight, horns, accessories, and auxiliary
lighting goes through lengths of undersized wires, through the tiny handlebar switch contacts,
and through many connections. As a result, when the power reaches your headlight bulb for
example , the voltage has dropped significantly. Voltage is electrical pressure. The electrical
energy has lost some pressure. Near a bulb's working design Voltage, a drop of only a half of a
Volt results in a halogen bulb producing much less light. Many bikes have shown a 1 or even 2
Volt drop at the bulb, And I have confirmed this. And this is on a new or like new bike. There is
always going to be some Voltage drop, and this is about the minimum possible. This low
Voltage drop is the proof that the system is a good one. All the wiring, connectors, and
components are working as they should. This is because ALL of the electricity that goes to your
headlight bulb is passing through those little switch contacts in your handlebar switch units.
Note: Some bikes do actually come with headlight relays, but the number is few. Even on newer
Bikes. This connector has a combo of two large. Extra Terminals here. This connector is used
on a lot of different Makes and Models. These Burn up fast and often, if you want the factory
replacement type here it is. Stator Connector and Terminals. Has this happened to you? These
Relays contain a Resistor on the coil circuit for low power consumption of 1. Epoxy sealed and
waterproof, super light weight. The casing is a very tough, heat resistant material. Life
expectancy Electrical Min. These Burn up fast and often,. Without the mounting bracket built on.
Relay Base- Holders here. Diode across the switch coil, to prevent reverse voltage spike, safe
for CAN bus systems. Excellent for motorcycle applications, and as replacement relays for
Honda, Triumph etc.. Epoxy sealed and waterproof, light weight, 1. Casing is a tough heat
resistant material, not a thin plastic cap that's glued on as many cheap relays are. We use and
provide you with only the Best Components Do yourself a favor when it comes to buying
components, stick with the best, for longevity and performance. Epoxy sealed and waterproof,
super light weight, conservatively rated at 20 AMP's for long life. Power consumption 1. Glad
you asked! Its common A lot of Makes and Models use this type. We have your replacement.
RevZilla will match any advertised price on new merchandise available through another
authorized U. Our goal is to provide the best possible shopping experience to every enthusiast
who visits RevZilla. You'll also hear about special offers and events! How it works:. Sign in or
create an accountto earn ZillaCash on your next purchase with us. Redeem your ZillaCash
Rewards on a future order with us! See our customer service page for more details. Navigation
Menu. Wish List. RevZilla offers shipping to your location! Please reference our International
Shipping Policy for details. International Shipping Policy. Self-Service Returns. Doesn't fit?
Don't love it? Return any unused item within 90 days for a full refund. Start a Return Read our
full Return Policy. Lowest Price, Guaranteed. Found it for less? Submit a Price Match. See what
our customers are saying about us: Customer Reviews. Zilla Cash Rewards Program. How it
works: 1. JavaScript Disabled. We have updated our Privacy Policy. Please click here to review
the updates. Results for in Motorcycle Fuse Blocks. Filters Shop By. Filter 0. Clear All Apply.
Clear All. Universal Fit Universal Fit parts can be installed on various motorcycles and may
require modification. Out of Stock. Bike Specific Exact Fit parts are designed specifically for
your bike. Skip to main content. Related: motorcycle fuse block motorcycle fuse holder 12v fuse

box fuse block. Include description. BikeMaster 17 Items Kawasaki 2 Items 2. Sudco 5 Items 5.
Suzuki 2 Items 2. Unbranded 5 Items 5. No Warranty 2 Items 2. Unspecified Length 3 Items 3.
Not Specified 27 Items New 53 Items Used 25 Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying
Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options.
Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns.
Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Any Condition
New Used. Gallery View Customize. See search results that fit your vehicle. Select Vehicle Tell
us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Last one. Almost gone. Free returns.
Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars
and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion
rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page
was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each
listing for international shipping options and costs. In stock orders ship within 24 hours.
Weekend orders will be processed the next business day. If a part is not in stock and must be
ordered from the manufacturer, it usually takes days to arrive to us and will be promptly
shipped to you. Most of the orders are shipped complete within business days. A few of the
parts ordered from the manufacturer may take up to business days to arrive and will shipped to
you immediately. Depending upon location, ground shipments usually take days. Your order
may be shipped Overnight for an additional cost. Oversized shipments will be additional; you
will be contacted prior to shipping for approval. We cannot guarantee transit times for ground
and oversize orders. Shipping Carrier substitutions may be made at our determination in an
attempt to reduce shipping cost to the customer. We do not ship internationally. In the unlikely
event that a part has been placed on backorder or discontinued, we will do our best to try and
find one for you as quickly as possible. We do not ship COD orders. Contact us to arrange for
any returns. A copy of the invoice will need to be included with the return. Parts must be
resalable and in the original packaging. We cannot take back used parts. We cannot take back
installed or tried parts. Electrical parts are not returnable. We do reserve the right to refuse and
return any parts we find have been installed, are used or do not meet the above criteria. Return
request need to be within 30 days of receipt. You are responsible for returning any cores.
Cancellation Policy. Part can be found as 1 in the diagram above. Product Description.
Underhood, 2. Terms and Conditions. Thank you for shopping with us. Please find our policies
below. If you have any other questions, please don't hesitate to contact us. Cancellation Policy
An order or a portion of an order may be cancelled up until the time it is shipped and no longer
in our possession. Solution by RevolutionParts, Inc. It is CAN-Bus compatible and includes six
amp rated and fused outputs six ground posts and a plug-and-play wiring harness for direct
battery hookup. Each of the six outputs can be individually set as Read 62 Review. Write A
Review. Out of stock - more coming soon. Instead of attaching multiple ring terminals to your
battery use a PowerHub2! Each unit has six individually fused outputs. These are not your
ordinary outputs. The entire unit is rated for 30 Amps watts. Each of the six circuits can handle
up to 15A W each â€” without exceeding a total sum of 30 Amps simultaneously. Note: Mini
ATM fuses are not included. An assortment of mini ATM fuses is available here. Replacement
amp relay available here. How do I convert watts to amps? Amps to watts? Use this calculator
to help convert watts to amps or amps to watts. Fill in any 2 fields and hit submit for the result.
Power is measured in watts. Current is measured in amps. Fuses are rated in amps.
Accessories generally give their power or current rating. We found this table handy with our
own wiring projects; use it as a guide for sizing accessory wire on your motorcycle. When on
the border line always use a lower gauge number larger wire than specified in this chart. Part
Numbers. Choose a file. Save Review. Save Question. Save Video. Save Photo. Show everything
Show all reviews Show all questions Show all videos Show all photos Show helpful positive
reviews Show helpful negative reviews Show unanswered questions. Kyle â€” August 31, The
design and construction quality of the fuse block are generally very good, with one exception.
The standard mini fuses that you have laying around for your bikes are a bit too tall to fit in the
box properly. This causes the lid to be unseated when you fill the fuse slots, although the
rubber holders will still keep it in place. For the price I would expect better, as a single product
test would have revealed this issue. I do not know where to source any smaller fuses to avoid
the issue. Something wrong with this post? Thanks for letting us know. If you can point us in
the right direction This post was Flag for removal. Save Comment. Tool fool â€” May 10, I just
finished installing this into my 13 V-Strom, very nice unit. Allows installation of several circuits
without having to find places for multiple relays and fuses all over the place. The wire quality is
excellent and the bus appears to be well made. The higher quality fuses were a perfect fit.
Coolwhip â€” March 23, I have been installing this for about a week now cold temps slow things
down. I have a DL and the space to mount it is quite limited so I built a plate for it and used the

very small storage tray area. I have two sets of LED lights that are grounded into the hub, but I
installed a separate power stud because of the amp draw of the relays 40 amp per set. Also
have a Garmin wired into the unit. Once installed, the PowerHub2 fuse block makes adding
electrical devices almost trivial. A fuse in one position makes a switched circuit, in an other
position a constantly live circuit e. Asheville Tee â€” July 15, I bought this wanting to better
organize the taps on the electrical system. Power Hub was very simple to install and hook up
and I would recommend it to anyone who anticipates or currently uses aux systems on their
bike. DeeDee â€” July 25, I wanted an easy to use fuse block to tidy away wiring for a few
accessories and after looking at a few options this seemed like a good one. Other reviews
provide plenty of detail on wiring issues none for me and the cover bungees not great but if
they fail I plan to twist some snare wire around the whole box, no biggie. Had to make a bracket
up to fit it in under the seat pan of my Stom and very happy with the result. Good and solid. If
the box housing had a more robust attachment flange and also a cover screw down flange on
the opposite sides, I think it would be perfect. Ideas for the next model! Mounted this on a Suz
V-Strom Bought it to replace a failed, partially melted, Eastern Beaver 8 circuit fused hub. A bit
difficult to get the 16 g. My one concern â€” affixing circuit labels to the panel â€” both on the
top of the lid and under the lid. I made my labels on the pc and clear lacquered them to make
them hold up. Ease of servicing this in the field is a concern. The Denali design engineers could
have thought this through a bit better. I have plenty of used bicycle inner tubes, so I made own
slightly more robust retaining system for the lid. Used the Velcro to hold it in place. Very clean
install. Donjamin â€” October 10, Wiring the powerhub was simple and eliminated many of wires
I had connect to the terminals on my battery. I installed the PowerHub under the seat just inside
the bike frame. This ended up being a great addition to my Wing. I wrote a review on the fuses I
ordered at the same time for the powerhub2. In the meantime I had to grind down the fuses to
get them to fit. Otherwise the unit is great. Using it for my FGS. It fits right behind the battery
and is a great way to hook up skene lights, a battery tender outlet, spotlights and heated gear.
Space is tight under the seat of my vfr so mounting will be difficult but not impossible.
Davemon â€” December 4, Easy install, quality components, everything you need is already in
the bag. Worth it to me even if not to some others. Want to get a fuse out? I grounded all 6 lines
outside the box to the frame. Not confidence-inspiring. Anything I liked? I want to add one
comment about using 16AWG wire. I use 16 gauge on my bikes NOT because I need that much
current carrying capability. Most devices will run fine with 20 or 22 gauge. I use 16 gauge for the
physical strength of the wire and the thickness of the insulation. Cloclo â€” April 10, I also
bought a pack of mini fuses. Installation was easy. When I tried to press in one fuse, it would
not go in and the glue holding the electronic card broke. Make sure you open up the clips
holding the fuses before you try pressing them in place. The elastic band holding the cover is a
poor improvisation. It works! CapeADV â€” August 22, The box itself is very easy and straight
forward to install. It was easily wired to the battery and the switched power source was tapped
into my plate light as it switches upon ignition. Byngsboys â€” January 20, I bought the block in
the spring. Easy smooth install. Very straight forward. Unfortunately the elastic bands proved to
be very fragile and the box itself seemed to be a bit flimsy, thus the average rating. Crew Chief
â€” October 2, This is a nice and simple distribution box. I was concerned about using some of
the more advanced tech units on an adventure bike. With this item, if the relay fails I can replace
it. I can also use jumper wire to transfer power in a pinch. It also made for a clean install. The
wiring area is tight, but I have 1 14ga circuit and 3 16ga circuits in it using plain primary wire
with thick insulation. I only brought one ground wire back to the box. I remote grounded the
other circuits and that makes for more room. If your concerned about space, use TXL or Shindy
wire. Some folks complained about the rubber band to hold the cover on. I kinda like it. I can
always find a rubber band. Lastly they include a piece of 3M material that works like Velcro to
attach this to the bike. San Fran XR â€” November 5, The Denali Powerhub2 is such a great
product for canbus motorcycles. I had been using the Touratech Canbus helper on my past 4
motorcycles which worked well. The Denali Powerhub2 goes to the next level with the cover to
keep things dry, the switched on and off power and the fuse blocks for each component. No
need to chase the inline fuse all over the motorcycle to see which one might be blown. Highly
recommended for any canbus or even non canbus motorcycles. If you want to have a neat a
clean set up for your farkles, this is the way to go. It works, but not as seamlessly as I hoped.
Fusing as always on, or on with key is the only bright side. Jeff â€” January 27, This is a great
way to install accessories without messing with the oem harness. The idea is great. First, the
terminals it came with for the battery are nowhere near big enough to crimp onto the power
leads that are integral to the unit, which are amply sized and nicely flexible. Fortunately, I had
some terminals that were of the proper size. Second, the fuse terminals are way to wimpy.
Those terminals are only good for 16ga and smaller I think. Even 16 might be tough. The Denali

is so much simpler and cleaner. Riley â€” July 22, Bought this for accessory wiring on my
motorcycle. Plenty of high grade positive and negative cable for installation. I like the fact that
you can select constant power or switched power from the fuse block. This made wiring the
accessories much easier. I would like to see a larger opening in the case to run wires to the
connections. If you need to use larger wires it takes up the opening space to the fuse block
pretty quickly but it is manageable. I would also like to see a better option for securing the lid to
the fuse block other than the elastic bands. Overall a very good unit. Murph â€” July 29, Nick71
â€” August 14, Its been installed on my crf l for a few weeks now. I have some aux lights and a
usb charger attached to it so far. Works great and instal was a breeze. Pete â€” October 5, The
unit functions well, but by the time I ran my third wire thru the narrow opening it was a VERY
tight fit. Another means of protecting the innards is needed. Chill â€” March 7, Easy to install
and simple to use. This came right on time for me. I mounted it under my trunk, out of sight but
easy access on my Kawasaki Vulcan Voyager I have my leds and my battery tender on the
constant and my video camera system on switched. I have already started spreading the word
about this product. Cecil T â€” December 1, I have four devices hooked up and plenty of room
for another two. This is better for weatherproofing and easier to place on the bike. Each circuit
on this PowerHub is rated for 15 amps, and 18 guage will get you up to 10 ft at 15 amps â€”
plenty of distance to get anywhere on a motorcycle. If you shove a bunch of 16 guage or 14
guage wires in there unnecessarily, you might run out of room. Again see above regarding
using the proper wire guage. I did put a pair of 16 guage wires in there and the terminals are
large enough to accommodate, you just have to unscrew them enough to open up. Note that the
top is square and can be installed in any of the four possible orientations. Should be strong.
Also the mini-ATC fuses fit perfectly inside the unit and the top closes just fine. It can be a little
stiff at first pushing the fuses down, so be careful not to bend the terminals, but everything fits.
I like that all the wires come out one port instead of on 3 sides like on some competing models.
Makes placement on the bike easier as I could just have some slack in the wires and tuck it out
of the way. Dfreeair â€” July 29, Installed it on my vstrom Cleans up the wiring top shelf. Easy to
install and good instructions. You can hook up just about any after market goodies that need
power and keeps everything neat and tidy. Easy to install and keeps electrical connections
organized and visible if there is an issue. A great addition if you are adding multiple
connections. Terri â€” March 7, Installed on my RGS. Austin â€” May 12, Well built. Was very
easy to install in my Concours. Had to make my own cover retainer. Brick â€” June 14, I bought
this a month ago and installed it on my Yamaha Super Tenere. This was supposed to be
betterâ€¦ NOT! Not good 2 had to cut off mounting tabsâ€¦ Not good. Not good. Not good 6 after
5, miles the rubber bands that hold the cover on are rotted and broken??? How am I supposed
to hold the cover on now? Not a rhetorical question. Wish I had an FZ-1 on this bike too. All the
fuses, relays, switched and unswitched all in one clean unit. The Denali unit alone is fantastic,
but Twisted Throttle has taken it a step up with a great video just a click away. Highly
recommended , both Denali and Twisted Throttle! MrTwisted â€” June 19, TTiger â€” June 19,
This was a very easy product to install as well as attach external electronic devices. I would
recommend you solder into an existing 12v power source. This box makes wiring up Denali
lights a lot tidier and the connections more reliable, particularly if you are installing more than
one set. TymH â€” July 6, Easy to set up, fuses a little tough to get into place though, worried
about damage to the circuit board if I ever have to change one. Not water proof or even water
resistant, so install in a dry compartment. I will add that the quality of the multi-strand wires is
fantasticâ€¦ almost a shame to cut them! I bought this and installed it a month ago. I have
hooked up 3 farkles. One constant power for the battery tender and two powerless in different
locations. The one issue I have is fishing the lines through the one hole. Unforturnately the main
power lines go through the same hole. The supplied power wires are very good quality though.
A little more thought into this fuse block and it would be perfect. Grani1 â€” August 10, The pic
say it all! What is really funny is that the only thing hooked up to this was the horn! I feel a lot
safer with the Danali for sure! Bennie â€” August 15, I purchase this for my honda st and it was
fairly easy to install. Make management of electronic components easy without messy wires
and fuses running the battery down. I would recommend this to anyone hooking up multiple
accessories. I purchased this for my DL, in order to clean up my accessory wiring. Works great
with two exceptions, one of which is actually the bike itself. Had to cut that out and plug the the
hole with a little PC7 so it would fit. One of the bungies that hold the cover on broke during
installation. May not seem to be as convenient, but reading some of the other reviews maybe a
screw on cover would be more practical. All things considered, an excellent product. Jack â€”
October 1, I ride a HD Elect Glide the small size of this product is great. It fit right on top of
battery and its just right for the few extra lights and power outlets I needed. Well made,
packaged well with good instructions. Easy to install, even for an electronically challenged

person like myself. After install, connected my GPS unit, and then my flood lights. All went well
and works ad advertised. I have only had this unit for one month, and my bike is in the garage
until April. If it hold up well, it will be a great winner. Ablumny â€” January 27, Poor design and
very poor quality. Enclosure way too small, fuse holders too tight, cold solder joints, elastic
band is a weak method of securing the cover. This thing is built to fail at some point. Twisted
Throttle is great though. Woodsplitter â€” February 22, It dose work well tho. Brian â€” May 4, A
bit tight hooking up wiresâ€¦and the elastic bands to hold the top on rotted and broke in a short
period of time. Using a rubber band now which I think is pretty lousy for the amount you pay for
the box. I installed this on my Triumph Explorer, very easy setup. Fits perfectly under my seat.
Some gripes thoughâ€¦ The hole where you feed the wires in is very small. I can see drilling
some holes in the side to fit more connections. The cover with the bands is a cool idea, but I
could see them rotting away. Only time will tell, no worries you could simply use rubber bands
to keep it closed. TJA â€” July 18, I have installed about eight moto fuse boxes over the years,
and initially I thought this looked like something good. It is compact, has a fair number of fuse
slots, a built in relay, and really nice flexible heavy duty wires for the battery hookup. I wish I
had read the reviews before buying it though. I knew what I was getting with the elastic cover
holder because it says that in the product description. What it does not tell you is that once you
put a fuse it, the cover no longer fits because the fuses stand higher than the edge. Thecarter3
â€” October 28, This power hub is great, it put everything right there in one spot so if you have
an issue you can trouble shoot it a lot easier. I bought this about 1 year ago from Twisted
Throttle. The negative ground that attached to the battery just broke off with the wires turning
into dusk. Not sure why but not a good result. Remember me Log in. Lost your password? Your
personal data will be used to support your experience throughout this website, to manage
access to your account, and for other purposes described in our privacy policy. Description
Made in America! Read 62 Review Write A Review. Product Documents Installation Instructions
PowerHub2 fuse block master ground block and wiring harness for motorcycles by Twisted
Throttle. TT Quick View. Quick View. Reviews 62 Share your thoughts! Leave a Review How
would you rate this product? Attach a photo or video Photo Video. Rated 5 out of 5. Rated 4 out
of 5. Installed on: Vstrom EXP I wanted an easy to use fuse block to tidy away wiring for a few
accessories and after looking at a few options this seemed like a good one. Rated 3 out of 5.
Rated 2 out of 5. I bought this product a couple of months ago, install was very easy and no
issues to report. Rated 1 out of 5. This was easy to install under the seat of my DL V-Strom and
clean up all my wiring. Nice having one spot to make connections. Already have an account?
Log In Don't have an account? Sign Up. Continue as a Guest. X Close. Free Shipping Policy.
Read More. Canadian customers can now shop directly on TwistedThrottle. Pay all duties, taxes
and clearance fees in our shopping cart and get fast FedEx shipping to your door! Learn more
about Dennis Kirk. We're always looking to improve your shopping experience. If you have
experienced a problem with our website, please describe the issue in as much detail as possible
so our team can explore it further. Enter keyword or part Search Within. View Cart Checkout. My
Garage. Saved Rides Manage Rides. Add a new ride. Motorcycle Categories. Find Parts Fast.
Select Year. Select Make. Select Model. Motorcycle Parts back. Shop By All Motorcycle Parts.
Motorcycle Accessories back. Tire Finder. Aspect Ratio. Rim Diameter. Tire Sizes Explained.
Tire Width Tire Width. Aspect Ratio Aspect Ratio. Rim Diameter Rim Diameter. Motorcycle Tires
back. Exhaust finder. Motorcycle Exhaust back. Motorcycle Helmets back. Apparel back.
Featured Motorcycle Brands View All back. Get more Dennis Kirk. Shop by Discount back. Ride
Types All Ride Types. Motorcycle Cruiser Motorcycle Goldwing 1. Harley-Davidson Categories
Enter Categories terms All Categories. Ignition System Fuses Enter Brands Colony 2. Custom
Dynamics 1. Drag Specialties 6. Performance Tool 2. Rivco 1. Show Chrome Accessories 4.
Standard Motor Products 7. V-Twin Manufacturing 5. Volt Tech 1. In Stock Only Price Range.
Special Offers. New Items 1. Circuit Breaker Fuse Fuse Block 6. Fuse Holder 2. Inline Fuse 5.
Terminal Plate 5. Each Kit 4. We're sorry, your search returned no results. Motorcycle Fuses.
Results per Page 40 60 Viewing Results 1 - 38 of Part : Mfg Part : Part : Mfg Part : W Prev Page 1
Page 2 Next. We carry more Motorcycle products than any other aftermarket vendor and have
them all at the lowest guaranteed prices. Not only that, but we have them all in-stock and ready
to ship to you today. Dennis Kirk has been the leader in the powersports industry since , so you
can rest assured that we have your back when it comes to bringing you the best Fuses for your
Motorcycle. Plus we have a no-hassle return policy, so you can shop with complete confidence
at Dennis Kirk! We want to hear from you! Sign Up! Contact Us Dennis Kirk, Inc. Select Ride
Type. Create an Account. Remember Me? Forgot your password or trouble logging in? Click
Here. Give us your feedback! I enjoyed my experience. I did not enjoy my experience. Your Ride
optional. Part Number if applicable. Order Number optional. Did customer service resolve your
issue? Your Name. Email Address:. Send Feedback. Subscribe to our emails! First Name. Postal

Code. What are you into? Cruiser Motorcycle. Sport Bike. Dirt Bike. Privacy Policy I'd like to
unsubscribe. Notify you when available? To review a product, you must be signed in. Join Us!
Forgot Password? Or Join Free! Any of these accessories can have constant or switched power
by simply placing the fuse in the correct position for the power desired. Installation for the FZ-1
fuse block requires no crimping. All connections are made by heavy duty screw terminals that
can accept up to a 12 gauge wire. The unique board layout provides six individually fused
circuits that can supply constant or switched power for each accessory depending on your
needs. Check out all the features the FZ-1 has to offer and you'll agree that it makes powering
your accessories easy. Normally, to have switched and constant power for your accessories,
two fuse blocks are required. One is wired directly to the battery for constant power and the
second fuse block is wired through a relay for switched power. The FZ-1 eliminates the need to
wire two fuse blocks by providing both types of power in one unit. It reduces the wiring by more
than half and allows you to select what type of power you want for each output. The FZ-1 is easy
to install, reduces the amount of wiring time required and is about the size of a pack of
cigarettes. The unit is great for experts who want a simple installation and for novices who are
electrically challenged. Write a Review. Share Share Share. Enter Your Email: Notify Me.
Decrease quantity Increase quantity. Add To Cart. Add to Wish List. Buy with. Sign In Sign In To
review a product, you must be signed in. Email Adress Password Forgot Password? Your Bike
Model. Your Bike:. Related Resources. Cathleen N. I had one of these on my SilverWing. It
worked very well. My husband mounted this in the front left saddlebag for easier access. It is
nice to be able to move the fuses from place to place if needed. Very handy in the saddlebag as
to being under the seat. A bit smaller than the Show Chrome fuze block which is a plus. Was
this helpful? Yes No. Bob F. They installs easily, are great because they offer the choice of
switched on constant power, are compact and fit easily underneath the seat. Rick G. With all the
electrical additions you can buy for your Wing these days, this little beauty is a must have. You
can install devices to be on a switch or they can be installed always live by just changing the
position of the fuse in the box. I installed my unit in the lower trunk to give easy access to it. I
cut a hole behind the seat to run all the wires. My switch is from a set of switches installed on
the handle bars all my extra lights are wired to this baby. This was a great accessory to my
Wing. It has allowed easy addition of several electrical components. Choosing between
switched and unswitched power by the fuse placement is very useful. The construction is rather
flimsy, but this has not been a problem in the 2 trouble-free years it has been installed. My only
dislike is the cover attachment with two TINY screws. Some kind of a quick-release really would
be handy. One tip: be sure to install where access is easy and allow slack in the connected
wires for easy movement. The tiny screws, not only on the cover but also on the connectors,
can be a challenge to see. Marshall moto. Mounted the block in my trunk basement. Easy instal.
Beautiful little block. Cleaned up my battery terminals. Very professional instal. Installed this
below trunk on top of CB radio. One hole behind seat to run all accessory wires and your done.
Works very well and allows each leg to be always on or switch controlled. The perfect piece for
all those add on electrical devices. I did the same for my Battery Tender whose cord has a 7. My
Gerbings will draw too much power and I will wire them directly to the battery. Nice that this has
a built-in relay. Very clean install. Item Code. If you run any accessories on your bike, including
electric gear like heated vests and heated grips, or even toys like GPS devices or radar
detectors, hooking them up to the bike is always a challenge. The GPS could run off batteries,
but the heated stuff has to run off the bikes power. If you hook things up directly to the battery,
they work well enough, but will stay on, even after they key is turned off, and could result in
returning to your bike only to find a totally dead battery. A distribution block allows you to hook
up all your accessories on one place of your choosing. The relay powers the entire distribution
block at once, and then powers it down as soon as you turn your key off, preventing accidental
battery discharge. How it works is like this: The relay has a positive wire going in, and a positive
wire going out, as well as a ground. The switched wire, a wire that is live when the key is on and
not when the key is off, will provide enough amperage to open or close the switch inside the
relay, thereby turning everything downstream of the relay on or off respectively. Turn off your
car, the radio turns off, for example. Sounds easy right? Trust us, it is really easy! Besides, this
job should not require you to cut any wires, or do any soldering. The diagrams on this page are
for the style distribution block we have listed on the shopping list. However, there are many
different styles of distribution blocks and jumpers. It is critical that you wire your style correctly,
otherwise you will create a direct short between your battery terminals, which could potentially
damage your motorcycle or any other electrical component on your bike. Pick up a small 10 or
20 amp in-line fuse. Lastly, the most important part, the relay; you need a 12 Volt, 30 Amp
Automotive Relay. An automotive relay is just the little box with four male pins coming out of
the bottom. Now that you have all your stuff, start by taking off your front and back seat and

finding your battery. Take your distribution block Dual Pair Block , the part with all the little
screws in the top of it, and the jumper, the metal plate. The jumper will connect half of the poles
together by fastening it underneath half of the screws on the distribution block, this is so half of
your block will be positive and the other half, with the help of the other half of the jumper, will
be negative. You may have to cut the jumper in half or purchase two smaller jumpers. Start with
the black wire, the ground, from your battery. The jumper will now make it so that every other
screw that touches the metal jumper plate will also be negative, or ground. Next, take your relay
and look at the bottom, or the back of the package to identify each of the four pins. Typically,
most automotive relays label the four pins as such; But be warned, the relay you purchase may
be different!!! But there should be markings on the relay or markings on the package to help
you out. Right now, we are just worried about Pin 86, the ground. We want to connect a black
wire between Pin 86 and the ground side of your distribution block. You can also connect a
forked plug onto the other side to interface with the distribution block, but I simply bared
enough wire to wrap around the screw post and soldered the bared wire to prevent fraying, for
the same basic result. Next, take some red wire and connect it between Pin 30 and the positive
side of your distribution block. This should be done just like you did the negative, black wire
you just did. But now for the hardest part of the job. You need to find a wire on your bike that is
live when the key is on and dead when the key is off. My personal preference is to tie into the
running light for the rear license plate. That little white light that is required by law to be there in
order to illuminate your registration tag in the dark. This wire, the switched wire, or the blue
wire, does not need to carry much amperage. It just needs 12 volts to trip the relay; another
good reason to use the running light. Take a quick connect, some blue wire and your license
plate running light and connect it between the running light wire and pin The quick connect will
splice into the running light and the blue wire by squeezing it all together with a pair of pliers.
Then clip on a plug to attach the blue wire to pin 85 on your relay. Now we need to tie it all to the
battery. You want to place your inline fuse as close to the battery as possible. You may need to
solder the inline fuse to your red wire, or you could use a solder-less clip to tie them together.
Once your in-line fuse is in place, all you need to do is attach the red wire to pin 87 and you are
done! Now that your distribution block is active, its just a matter of attaching all of your
accessories up. To be safe, Mikey took a red and black sharpie and colored all the screws black
for ground and red for positive. Lastly, there are a couple of versions of the distribution blocks,
depending on where you happen to find yours. Verify, or use a multimeter, to ensure you have
hooked your style up correctly. Because the relay has virtually no draw, there is very little risk
of overwhelming fuses. And because the distribution block, and all the accessories, receives
power directly from the battery there is very little chance for damage to other electrical
components. Also, most bikes generate far more electricity than the bike needs; enough to have
the ability to run two heated vests and a set of heated grips without putting any undue strain on
the electrical system. However, every bike is different and you should check to be sure your
bike can handle the added electrical workload. On almost all of the CanyonCha
chevy xtreme
1999 dodge 2500 headlights
xv 2016
sers bikes, we run heated grips, up to two heated vests, GPS devices, MP3 players and radar
detectors â€” all at once â€” and have never had any problems. If you have any questions or
comments please do not hesitate to ask. We continually strive to provide the most accurate
content that we can. Question, the 87a terminal, can that be used for connecting my sae plug for
my battery tender? Thanks for all of your content. Owning a Multistrada a lot of the how-tos are
written just for me. Just did a coolant change last week. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. Home Disclaimer About Donate. By Mike. Tags
distribution block how to install power relay wiring. Mike If you have any questions or
comments please do not hesitate to ask. Related articles. Leave a reply Cancel reply Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Motorcycles , Reviews.
Pants , Reviews , Riding Gear. Home Disclaimer About us. All rights reserved.

